Some hints and prices for shared accommodation for the 13 nights you will be in Trento during the Winter School (check in Sun. 16 Jan. check out Sat. 29 Jan. 2022).

The Trentino Guest Card is included in all the following accommodations, while breakfast and the city tax of €1.50/night might not be included. All the options listed below have English speaking staff.

The entire process of booking and paying for housing is the responsibility of each student.

- **Komodo apartments** – Via delle Donne Lavoratrici 13 (near the MUSE and BUC Library), 10 minute walk from the university area. Modern, well-equipped, shared apartments with a kitchen in the new neighborhood called “Le Alberi.” Ideal for a maximum of 4 occupants. Breakfast and the city tax are not included.
  Approximate cost per apartment for the whole stay: €1,300
  Individual cost per night with 4 occupants is €25; for the whole period €325.

  Reservations: +39 0461 1840023
e-mail: komodo.trento@gmail.com

- **CASA SAN PAOLO ROOMS & APARTMENTS** – Via S. Giovanni Bosco 3 (in the city center, 5 minute walk from the university area); Double/twin rooms or three-person bedrooms with a private bathroom. No kitchen. Breakfast and city tax are included. Cleaning every 3 days.
  Approximate cost for a double/twin-room for the whole stay: €700
  Individual cost per night with 2 occupants is €27; for the whole period €351

  Approximate cost for a three-person room (one double bed and a big sofa-bed) for the whole stay: €950
  Individual cost per night with 3 occupants is €24; for the whole period €312

  Reservations: +39 3381619785
  pietrocampana4@gmail.com

- **ALPEN CITY SUITES**. Via Verdi 14 just opposite the Economics Department (and 2 minutes from the Sociology Dept). Double bedroom (no twin beds available) or three-person bedrooms with a private bathroom. No kitchen. City tax included. Cleaning every 3 days. Breakfast for cheap in a partner café nearby.
  Approximate cost for a double room (with a double bed, no twin beds available) for the whole stay: €630
  Individual cost per night with 2 occupants is €24; for the whole period €312
  
  Approximate cost for a three/four-person room (one double bed and a sofa-bed) for the whole stay:

  If the occupants are 3: €850
  Individual cost per night with 3 occupants is €22; for the whole period €286
If the occupant are 4: € 1,000
Individual cost per night with 4 occupants is € 19; for the whole period € 247

The link above is from the booking.com website and is only for general information. For reservations you are expected to contact Alpine City Suites directly:
Telephone: + 39 3381619785
E-mail: pietrocampana4@gmail.com

- **Yougo**, in different central areas of Trento. Shared apartments with kitchen for three or four people. City tax included. Breakfast non included. Cleaning every 3 days.

  - **Piazza Silvio Pellico, 8**  
  Apartments for four people with a kitchen and all twin beds available if requested

  Photogallery, select Pellico 8

  Approximate cost for four people for the whole stay: € 1,456
  Individual cost per night with four occupants is € 28; for the whole period € 364

  - **Via Grazioli 27**  
  Apartments for three people with a double/twin bedroom and a sofa. The city tax is included.

  Photogallery, select Grazioli 27

  Approximate cost for three people (one double bed and a sofa-bed) for the whole stay: € 1,612
  Individual cost per night with 3 occupants is € 31; for the whole period € 403

Reservations:
E-mail: info@yugogo.it
Tel: 0461 183 0062